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Salle Jaune multi-terawatt laser source (present)
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pliquée. The laser pulse has a central wavelength of !
=800 nm and a duration, at the maximum compression, of
"L=30 fs. The temporal contrast of the pulse is improved by
a two-crystal Crossed Polarized Wave generation system !29"
#XPW$, which is inserted between the front-end of the
Chirped Pulse Amplification #CPA$ chain and the first ampli-
fication stage. The contrast of the output pulse, measured by
3# autocorrelator before injection in the amplification chain,
is as high as I0 / IASE=1010; a small pedestal is observed start-
ing from t=!50 ps before the pulse and rising to I0 /108

#Fig. 1$. During the experiment shots, the contrast of the
fully amplified beam is kept under control by a fast photo-
multiplier tube and a 7 GHz oscilloscope. No pedestal was
ever observed above the measurable limits of 10!9 in dy-
namic and t=!400 ps in time. The phase front is corrected
after compression by a deformable mirror and the beam fo-
cused down to a waist of 2.3 $m by an f /3 off-axis pa-
rabola. A total of 250 mJ #about 70% of the total on-target
energy$ is contained in the 1 /e2 focal spot #measured$ which
results in a peak intensity, at maximum compression, of I0
=4%1019 W /cm2. The p-polarized beam impinges at 45° on
thin aluminum targets. The different ion species accelerated
from the target are collected and separated by a Thomson
Parabola, and their spectra obtained from a Micro-Channel
Plate #MCP$ detector, imaged by a 16bit CCD camera. A
200 $m lead pinhole, 40 cm far from the interaction point,
is used to collimate the analyzed beam. The diagnostic sys-
tem has been validated with CR39 detectors. The use of a
real-time proton diagnostic allows a statistical treatment of
the data: each experimental point below is the averaged
value of at least four different shots; error bars corresponds
to the standard deviation of the set.

The proton cutoff energy is shown in Fig. 2 for different
target thicknesses and a constant laser pulse duration of "L
=30 fs. The proton signal is stable and reproducible for tar-
gets as thin as 0.4 $m; the highest energy is obtained for
3 $m thick targets.

The detailed behavior for different laser pulse durations is
studied on thin, Dthin=1.5 $m, and thick, DThick=15 $m,
targets. The pulse duration is varied between "min=30 fs and
"max=700 fs by changing the separation between the grat-
ings in the compressor. The measurements are repeated for

both positive and negative chirp; the obtained pulse duration
is calculated by numerical interpolation of the experimental
calibration curve of the compressor. Figure 3 shows the pro-
ton cutoff energies obtained for the two targets. For Dthin, the
proton cut-off energy decreases monotonically as the peak
intensity is lowered by stretching the pulse. The behavior for
DThick is qualitatively different. At the maximum compres-
sion the observed proton energy is lower than what is ob-
served for Dthin. As the pulse is stretched, a slight increase in
proton energy results in the occurrence of a weak maximum,
indicating that a pulse in the range 150÷250 fs is more ef-
ficient than shorter ones. For "L&150 fs, the proton beam
from DThick is more energetic than the one from Dthin.

A preliminar set of simulations is performed with the hy-
drodynamic code ESTHER !30" on Aluminum targets of the
two thicknesses, in order to verify the effect of the small
residual pedestal #see Fig. 1$ on the target conditions. The
simulations show the formation of a small preplasma, which
reaches a density scalelength of L%90 nm on the illumi-
nated surface, at the arrival of the main intensity peak. How-
ever in no case is any ionization or early expansion of the
back surface observed, which confirms that no correlation
between the target thickness and the interaction conditions is
added by the presence of the residual pedestal.

In order to explain the experimental results, we have per-
formed a set of simulations with the two-dimensional #2D$
particle-in-cell #PIC$ code CALDER !31". A !=800 nm laser
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FIG. 1. #Color online$ Cross-correlation #3#$ plot of the com-
pressed laser beam from the Salle Jaune laser system, where a two
crystal XPW is used to enhance the temporal contrast. The dashed
plot represents the filtered curve with replicas removed.
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FIG. 2. #Color online$ Proton cut-off energy for different target
thicknesses with the fully compressed beam #"L=30 fs$. The opti-
mum is observed between 1.5 and 3 $m. #Dashed lines are added
to help visualization.$
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FIG. 3. #Color online$ Proton cut-off energy for different laser
pulse durations #at constant energy$ on Aluminum targets of 1.5 and
15 $m.
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XPW: incoherent pedestal level is strongly reduced. 
Cleaner interaction conditions at high repetition 
rate.

Improved stability of the proton kinetic energy: 4% 
rms!

τ = 30fs
EL = 0.8J

I0 = 4× 1019 W/cm2
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targets. The pulse duration is varied between "min=30 fs and
"max=700 fs by changing the separation between the grat-
ings in the compressor. The measurements are repeated for

both positive and negative chirp; the obtained pulse duration
is calculated by numerical interpolation of the experimental
calibration curve of the compressor. Figure 3 shows the pro-
ton cutoff energies obtained for the two targets. For Dthin, the
proton cut-off energy decreases monotonically as the peak
intensity is lowered by stretching the pulse. The behavior for
DThick is qualitatively different. At the maximum compres-
sion the observed proton energy is lower than what is ob-
served for Dthin. As the pulse is stretched, a slight increase in
proton energy results in the occurrence of a weak maximum,
indicating that a pulse in the range 150÷250 fs is more ef-
ficient than shorter ones. For "L&150 fs, the proton beam
from DThick is more energetic than the one from Dthin.

A preliminar set of simulations is performed with the hy-
drodynamic code ESTHER !30" on Aluminum targets of the
two thicknesses, in order to verify the effect of the small
residual pedestal #see Fig. 1$ on the target conditions. The
simulations show the formation of a small preplasma, which
reaches a density scalelength of L%90 nm on the illumi-
nated surface, at the arrival of the main intensity peak. How-
ever in no case is any ionization or early expansion of the
back surface observed, which confirms that no correlation
between the target thickness and the interaction conditions is
added by the presence of the residual pedestal.

In order to explain the experimental results, we have per-
formed a set of simulations with the two-dimensional #2D$
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FIG. 1. #Color online$ Cross-correlation #3#$ plot of the com-
pressed laser beam from the Salle Jaune laser system, where a two
crystal XPW is used to enhance the temporal contrast. The dashed
plot represents the filtered curve with replicas removed.
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FIG. 2. #Color online$ Proton cut-off energy for different target
thicknesses with the fully compressed beam #"L=30 fs$. The opti-
mum is observed between 1.5 and 3 $m. #Dashed lines are added
to help visualization.$
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FIG. 3. #Color online$ Proton cut-off energy for different laser
pulse durations #at constant energy$ on Aluminum targets of 1.5 and
15 $m.
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Near future in LOA
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Two ongoing projects foresee power improvements in LOA:

ERC-Paris Upgrade the Salle Jaune laser facility to 200TW (upgrade starts 2011)

SAPHIR

Collaborative project between multiple partners from research and industry. Timeline (i) the installation of a 
200TW laser system in LOA, (ii) its upgrade to 500TW and 1PW in 5 years. Aims: be able to define a 
prototype for a laser based proton accelerator. T0: 2010!

Source of High Intensity Laser Accelerated Protons for Radiotherapy

5MeV ?
(protons)

New challenges for ion detection!
(concept, design, implementation)



Detection of laser accelerated particles
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Photons (X,γ)

Harmonics

Several Ion Species

Electrons

Molecules (Fe2O3+, SiO2+)

Atoms

Laser!

Different charge states

Extended masses and 
velocities range

Different interaction with 
materials (unwanted 
interactions, radioprotection)

High intensity laser-plasma interaction: extremely rich set of products:

• Continuous spectra: necessity of spectral analysis

• Wide angle emission: tradeoff between spatial and spectral measurements

Most known radiation sensitive devices/materials 
are:

• Dose integrators (CR39, RCF, image plates)

• Scintillating materials (inorganic or organic)

• Micro-Channel plates

Selection of species

Continuous spectrum resolution (fine 
effects)

Real time!

Parasites signals



Thomson Parabola with Microchannel Plate
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The main proton/ion diagnostic in LOA: MCP/TP

x

y

z

EB

Thomson Parabola:

• standard configuration: permits separation of all ion species, 
gets rid of many “unwanted” particles

• spectral information, no spatial information

• very small aperture

MicroChannel Plate:

• very sensitive (secondary particles!), read in real time, fast

• cannot be used for imaging (sensible to almost everything)

• experimentally demanding (vacuum, HV, price)

1

23



1: Thomson Parabola Design
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ions, to
MCP

electrons, to Lanex

B=320mT
E=2x105V/m

Magnetic field:

• stackable magnets: lower field magnets are preferred 
(same mount from 80mT to 0.7T)

• B can increase along z

• field is mapped by 1mm2 Hall probe to run simulations 
and analyze spectra

Electric field:

• better resolution with external, wide 
plates

• 2mm thick copper gave the best results

• precision: up to isothopes discrimination!!

ANR project GOSPEL

Developements:

• Ad-hoc numerical solutions for design, 
realization and exploitation of the 
parabola



2: TP track analysis: ImagLab
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C++/Qt software solution for complete TP 
management:

• direct control of acquisition CCD camera 
(Andor or PCO) 

• online tracking (RK8) of test particles through 
the TP setup (with relativistic corrections for 
electrons)

• complex setups possible (multiple E, B fields, 
3D numerical maps)

• batch analysis of multiple tracks at same time

• supports absolute calibration (MCP, camera)

• scriptable



ImagLab: workflow
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6.2. The experimental installation

Numerical treatment of images Once the image is recorded, its analysis is done in

two steps: (i) a numerical integration, to get an histogram from every single track and

(ii) the inversion of the simulated dispersion curves to define the energy scale.

The numerical integration is necessary to produce an histogram where the position and

Figure 6.16: Strategy of analysis for the proton/ion tracks on the channel plate: the new
histogram is built along the physically meaningful direction and super-pixels boundaries
are defined; the count associated on a super-pixel comes from the partial integrals of the
underlying histogram, defined by counts on the camera pixels.

the shape of bins is physically meaningful. For example, to analyse the component of the

dispersion in energy due to the magnetic field, where the contained physical information

is su!cient to obtain the energy spectrum, the bins have to refer, in distance, to a

precise dispersion direction, which is not horizontal in the camera frame. The problem

is resolved defining a set of super-pixels (marked in red in Fig.6.16) with a di"erent

geometry on the image and to associate them a certain number of counts. Assuming the

count on each pixel from the original image to be uniformly spread on area, the count

for a super pixel is calculated by integrating the underlying counts. The quantities are

multiplied by a geometrical weight factor which equals to 1 for those entirely contained

and to the surface fraction for the partially contained ones. For a given set of super

pixels, the map of geometrical weights is calculated by Montecarlo integration of the

two geometries. This is most important when the super pixel size becomes comparable

to pixel size (Fig.6.16).
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3: MCP structure
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MCP surface details (AFM) 

Color scale: red to blue ~ 0.1µm

MCP Calibration
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Calibration:  

nph = η (m, q,K) · np

channel plate:

• MCP is a set of fused macro-fibers on hex geometry. Honeycomb periodicity: 
~700µm (typ)

• Variable thickness and conversion efficiency can be observed along junctions

• Open Area Ratio (OAR, typ > 56%): channel surface over bulk surface, NOT 
constant (variable cross section). Proper to each plate.

• Cleanliness (water) can affect amplification: pumping time?

MCP

ions light?

Source: SCINER/DelMar Ventures, San Diego, CA

Honeycomb Structure of M
icrochannel Plates

 

M
icrochannel Plate Surface Images made using VEECO

http://www.sciner.com/M
CP/mcp_veeco01.htm

1 of 3

8/6/10 3:25 PM

Honeycomb Structure of Microchannel Plates

 

Microchannel Plate Surface Images made using VEECO http://www.sciner.com/MCP/mcp_veeco01.htm

1 of 3 8/6/10 3:25 PM

image formation on the phosphor:

• presence/absence of the amplifier ring in Chevron stack

• phosphor voltage affects gain and spatial resolution

• image transport: phosphor can be strongly polychromatic. Presence/absence of 
back-reflector.

care should be taken when observing details on MCP images!



MCP Honey Comb
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8.6mm

MCP surface detail (AFM) 
The honeycomb structure becomes evident in particular 
irradiation conditions. Nevertheless:

• the shown images were far from MCP saturation

• in the imaged conditions, the spatial scale is comparable to 
the observed TP track



MCP Calibration
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proton/alpha beam
ø10µm, 1mrad,
Kmax=3MeV

Faraday cup for
backscattered ions

Diffuser 
(Al or Mylar)

MCP
Phosphor

Geant4 simulation

!"##$%$&$'()*+)*$#,"#+-)./+)-0&&"/1+)

+/)23456

!"#$%%$&'$()*+,',-$'*$./0$&'$1)*$&23%45-'$

6'$7,2$8'-325$%)2*8$69'-$'5$:',5$;5-'$:(,8$

-3:2&'$7,'$(3$< -3(()*+' =$5),5'$>325'$'*$?@ABCD

Correlate number of emitted photons against MeV of deposited dose 
for protons and alpha particles up to 3 MeV (Bragg peak still inside 
the detector)

• Continuous or bursted ion beam up to 1012 p/sec

• Measure of the backscattered number of particles

• Measure the behavior in (i) current, (ii) energy, (iii) position (OAR) for 
different MCP parameters

• Correlation between channel angle and incoming particle angle



MCP Calibration II
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!
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F. Aymard, A. Flacco

Preparation of the experiment: Geant4 simulations

Needed parameters:

• particle surface density (σp)

• particle kinetic energy 

varying MCP distance, particle energy and diffuser thickness

!!

!"#$%&"'&()&(*!"##$##%

Searched conditions on σp over MCP radius:

• almost constant

• two orders of magnitude

Spectrum increase is taken in account as error 
on the measurement.



Conclusions

• Products from laser-plasma interaction are various, not a single detection 
solution.

• Real time spectral measurements: we found MCP/TP to work best (with 
caveats)

• Important activity on design, characterization, analysis

• Necessity: better understand the detector to be able to calibrate it



Thank you!



Laser effects on CR39
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10x 100x100x50x

• The impact appear only AFTER etching (not ablation)

• Initial part of the pit evolution during etching: 
comparable to ion signal

• Threshold around 1011W/cm2 at 30fs (SJ: z=5cm!!)

• Appears more easily on the BACK surface of the 
CR39 foil (always mark sides!)

• May show purely optical effects (e.g. interference 
patterns) 


